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Abstract: Dynamic processes relevant for long-time storage of information about human 
kind are discussed, ranging from biological and geological processes to the lifecycle of 
stars and the expansion of the universe. Major results are that life will end ultimately and 
the remaining time that the earth is habitable for complex life is about half a billion years. 
A system retrieved within the next million years will be read by beings very closely related 
to Homo sapiens. During this time the surface of the earth will change making it risky to 
place a small number of large memory systems on earth; the option to place it on the moon 
might be more favorable. For much longer timescales both options do not seem feasible 
because of geological processes on the earth and the flux of small meteorites to the moon. 
Keywords: Human Document Project; data storage; memories; long-term processes 
 
1. Introduction 
All branches of natural sciences report one common result: our world is continuously changing. We 
live in a dynamic world and structures that seemed to be fixed are actually evolving; however on a 
time scale much longer than human life or the human memory.  
Natural sciences uncovered many of the rules that govern this change. Some processes are rather 
simple and well understood, such as the lifecycle of a star of the mass of our sun. Others are very 
complicated, such as the varying orientation of the magnetic poles on earth, which are not  
well understood.  
The rules themselves do not seem to change, however. Cosmologists make observations and 
theories on the development on the very grandest scales of the universe, and on the longest time 
intervals. This is possible because the speed of light is finite, therefore, when astronomers aim their 
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instruments at distant objects they also look into the past. What can be seen suggests that the rules 
have been the same since the birth of our universe, 13.7 billion years ago, see for example, [1]. 
The memory of our personal lives goes back a little beyond our actual lifespan: we heard stories 
told by our parents and grandparents, only occasionally has someone the luck of great-grand parents. 
Beyond theses generations the past becomes very abstract. We oversee only a small fraction of the 
roughly 200,000 years Homo sapiens sapiens existed. The oldest written script seems to be Cuneiform 
script developed by the Sumerian culture [2] which dates back to the 23rd century before our time. The 
Gilgamensh epos is a prominent example of very early texts. From this epos we get an impression 
about the ideas of the people of their time; hence we oversee only a little more than 4,000 years of 
history of human thinking—this is a mere 2% of the existence of Homo sapiens sapiens. 
Notwithstanding these observations, we have a keen interest in our history. New discoveries of 
ancient artifacts make headlines in the papers, and the discovery of a civilization under Antarctica’s 
ice, no matter how old, would be a sensation, even more so if it were not of human origin. This fact 
constitutes a strong argument in support of storing data on human kind for a very long time. 
Modern data storage media faithfully conserve information for not much more than a mere 
10 years. The VCR tapes showing my children are badly corrupted. CDs, even when kept in a safe 
environment do not last much longer. Special paper may survive 1,000 years, see for example, [3]. 
Script carved in stone may survive a very long time, maybe one million years if it is protected from 
erosion. But the amount of information that can be stored by writing on stone is small. It would be 
impossible to encode a movie on stone. 
Actually, securely storing large amounts of information over quite short timescales, comparable to 
our personal memory span of say 100 years, is not trivial at all. Even for timescales of 10 years there is 
a big problem; the amount of data we are collectively creating is enormous. Attempts to conserve all 
data face the problem that the time required to copy the data is longer than the time in which data 
storage systems change, so much so that there is no simple way to transfer the data to the new 
system [4]. Think of magnetic tapes, floppy discs, CD’s, DVD’s, Blue ray etc. To the author’s 
knowledge, there is no product on the market that provides a high-density medium, for failsafe data 
storage for 50 years, which is compatible to modern information technology. So, even moderate 
timescales pose a technological problem. 
In this paper processes of relevance for high-density data storage over very long timescales are 
reviewed. These processes are due to the expansion of the universe, astrophysics which describes the 
formation and evolution of stars and dynamic processes within our galaxy, the local cluster of galaxies 
and the solar system, geological processes on earth such as erosion, mountain formation, plate 
tectonics, volcanism and atmospheric processes, and finally biological evolution.  
A target timescale for the human document project is of high importance: the timescale defines the 
properties of the media and the system and will tell us something about the potential readers—human 
or non-human, and on the possible locations where the system can be stored. 
It is found that one million years is a sensible aim. However, it is problematic to store a very large 
amount of data on earth. Such a system might be implemented on the moon. It might make sense to 
fabricate many copies of small amounts of information and distribute them over the earth leading to a 
high probability that a few will be found in a million years time containing retrievable data.  
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2. Cosmology 
We live in an ever-expanding universe; for a recent review see [5]. One of the most popular 
descriptions of the birth of the universe is in [6]. The expansion means that in earlier times the galaxies 
were closer together. There must have been a time when there were no stars, no galaxies. The 
temperature of the universe must have been higher the farther back in time we go, and before a certain 
time, called the “recombination time”, the universe must have been so hot, it was filled with a plasma 
in which light could not propagate freely. The moment the plasma (hydrogen and helium nuclei and 
free electrons) became neutral by forming atoms of hydrogen and helium (in atoms the electrons are 
bound), the existing light could propagate. We still can see this light as the “cosmic microwave 
background” (CMB). The cosmic expansion stretched the wavelength of the CMB from the visible 
range to microwaves by now. The microwave background is nearly isotropic, which means that the 
properties of this light are nearly the same regardless of which direction it is viewed. The temperature 
of this light (average 2.7 K, where K is the scale of absolute temperature, 0 °C = 273 K) deviates from 
the mean by only 1 in 100,000. This deviation led to the formation of galaxies. The anisotropy of the 
CMB gives us clues to a number of basic properties of our cosmos: Its age, its geometry, its mass 
content and many other things [7]. Very much to the surprise of cosmologists, only four percent of all 
matter in the universe is ordinary matter, of which we, planets and stars are made. The rest is so-called 
dark matter, consisting of some yet undetected elementary particles that do not interact with light, 
and—even most of it—so-called dark energy. No one knows what the latter is, but we do know that 
this is responsible for the observed accelerated expansion of the universe.  
First, stars were formed many hundred million years after the birth of the universe. The oldest 
galaxies we see with our telescopes were formed within a billion years. These ancient stars and 
galaxies were quite different from the modern stars and galaxies. This is because there was no other 
material than hydrogen and helium. Heavier materials such as oxygen, nitrogen and carbon were 
formed in the cores of stars and redistributed in the galaxies by exploding stars. It took billions of 
years before enough heavy materials were synthesized in stars so that rocky planets were formed. Life 
as we know it is dependent on stars which deliver energy needed for metabolism. It also seems to 
require surfaces of rocky planets and a stable planetary system and an environment free of intense 
radioactive radiation. These conditions restrict regions where life is possible to a certain part of our 
galaxy: not too close to the nucleus because of the radiation level and the greater chance of 
supernovae, and not too far because of the need of heavy elements. In this region of our galaxy 
sufficient material to form rocky planets has existed for about six million years; there is sufficient 
material to form rocky planets in the centre of the galaxies, but the intense radiation background 
cannot tolerate complex organic molecules [8].  
Star formation will stop eventually, when the hydrogen gas becomes too diluted. The last stars will 
die in about 1014 years (100 zillion years) [9]. Observational results rule out a collapsing universe: it 
will expand forever. 
There is a large body of literature in which possibilities are analyzed to continue processes 
analogous to thought when there are no stars left. In an abstract way thought is some type of data 
manipulation. Freeman Dyson’s paper [10] was the first dealing with an analysis of possibilities for 
eternal life in an expanding universe. A more recent account on this subject can be found in  
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reference [11]. With the knowledge we currently have, we must conclude that life will end. The basic 
reason is that eternal life would need an infinite amount of energy, but the evolution of the cosmos 
gives access only to a finite volume of space, containing a finite amount of energy. Since there is 
strong evidence for an accelerating expansion of the universe [12], we have to adopt the worst scenario 
possible in an ever-expanding universe.  
Galaxies interact. In particular, the giant galaxy Andromeda will merge with our galaxy [13]. Given 
the uncertainty of a number of parameters, it is not known what exactly will happen to us, nor when. 
Certainly the merger will happen within the lifetime of our sun; possibly it will start within the next 
billion years. There will be no head-on collision between stars because the distance between stars is 
too great (the ratio of the size of a star to their average distance in a galaxy is comparable to that of a 
rowing boat to the size of the Pacific Ocean; the chance that two rowing boats collide incidentally is 
very small). But the stars will be mixed up; a star could come close enough to our solar system to 
disturb the planets’ orbits. The greatest danger is expected to result from the increased rate of star 
formation induced by the merging galaxies. More new stars mean many new massive stars with a short 
lifetime. There will be many more supernova explosions. Furthermore the orbits of stars will be such 
that there is a big chance that our sun comes close to active star forming regions, or even to the centre 
of one of the galaxies. Here conditions for life are quite unfavorable due to the high radiation level. 
Such an adventurous trajectory through the merging galaxies might not necessarily end all life, but 
very probably complex life such as animals and plants. Bacteria might survive this period.  
Figure 1. Schematic of the sun’s luminosity. 
 
3. Astrophysics 
The life cycle of our sun is shown in Figure 1. The sun will remain a star as we know it for the next 
five billion years. Since its formation its temperature has increased. When life started on earth about 
3.5–3.8 billion years ago [14], the radiation intensity was 30% less than today. The sun’s temperature 
will continue to rise. In a billion years no liquid water will exist on earth. A runaway greenhouse gas 
effect might cause an earlier boiling away of the oceans. The total window for the existence of 
complex life, such as mammals might be not wider than a billion years; half of it might have already 
been used up [15]. In later stages, after five billion years, the sun will swell into a red giant, the earth’s 
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orbit could be inside the star, then the temperature of the earth will be 3,000 K; no manmade structures 
will survive on the earth or the moon. 
In this view, it would make no sense to create a system located on earth or the moon which has the 
capacity to store information longer than a billion years. It might be feasible to send a robotic space 
ship into the galaxy and let it search for a cooler star with planets, land on one of them, and use the 
star’s radiation to build a beacon sending information of our existence into the galaxy. Cooler stars 
have a much longer lifetime than stars of the sun’s type [16]. So-called m-stars may shine for nearly a 
100 billion years. 
The increasing intensity of the sun’s radiation will have quite unpleasant consequences for complex 
life on earth. Although the solar intensity was smaller in the past, the earth was warmer in general. The 
earth’s temperature remains roughly constant due to a geological feedback loop; an early famous paper 
on this matter is [17], a modern account can be found in [18]. Higher temperature leads to more 
erosion, which removes CO2 from the atmosphere faster. The cooler sun was offset by a higher 
concentration of greenhouse gas. In the course of time the CO2 level decreased due to the increased 
energy influx from the sun. Decreasing CO2 levels causes the temperature of the atmosphere to drop. 
The concentration of greenhouse gas will continue to decrease. The current ice age is possibly a 
consequence of low CO2 concentration. Ultimately the deceasing CO2 will have consequences on plant 
growth. Plants use CO2 in photosynthesis by which CO2 is removed from the atmosphere and used to 
synthesize the organic material which the plants are made of. Oxygen is released into the atmosphere 
in this process (this is the reason for the existence of free oxygen in the earth’s atmosphere). Below a 
certain concentration of CO2 photosynthesis ceases; for grass-like plants the critical concentration is 
about 10 ppm while other plants need an even higher CO2 concentration. Model calculations predict 
than in 500 million years, plants will have vanished, and a little later animals will perish, too [19]. 
Only bacteria will continue to thrive, once again becoming the master of the world, as they were for 
the first three billion years of life on Earth. The window in which complex life is possible is bracketed 
between a minimum oxygen concentration (roughly at the Cambrian Explosion 530 million years ago) 
and a minimum CO2 concentration to enable plant growth; this window has a duration of about a 
billion years. We are half way through this. On other earthlike planets orbiting suns like ours there will 
be a similar window. 
Increasing temperature on earth will lead to a higher concentration of water vapor in the 
atmosphere. H2O is also a greenhouse gas, so the temperature will rise, leading to increasing 
evaporation of the oceans, so again the temperature will rise, and so on: this positive feedback loop 
leads to a runaway greenhouse gas effect, possibly causing surface temperatures as high as on Venus 
(400 °C). Water molecules will be split up by the sun’s ultraviolet radiation. Then hydrogen will 
disappear into space. This process might change the scenario to a less grim one if it is fast enough. Of 
course, there will be no one around able to benefit from this except for bacteria. 
4. Geology 
The Earth is a very active planet. A relevant consequence for the Human Document Project is that 
the surface of the earth changes in the course of time. Earth’s surface is made up of continental plates 
that move with a velocity relative to each other which is in the order of 2 cm/year. Parts of the 
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continents move up, others move down causing shifts in coast lines. About 250 million years ago 
nearly all landmass was connected to a single large continent. This will happen again in 250 million 
years [19]. All high mountains we now have on earth started to form about 50 million years ago.  
Also erosion and redeposition of eroded material changes the surface. High mountains will be gone 
within 50 million years. Erosion rates differ greatly, dependent on the location. Within a few million 
years new lakes form, and rivers change their course. Caves have a lifetime of perhaps 10 million 
years. Landscapes change beyond recognition within a few million years. In the “Stadtspark” of the 
city of Freiburg, Germany, there is a plaque situated right on top of a fault line marking the border 
between the Black Forest and the valley of the river Rhine. This plaque shows a map of Germany as it 
was 30 million years ago. Had Freiburg been built then it would lie at the sea shore.  
During the past 2.5 million years, 90% of the time parts of the northern hemisphere and Antarctica 
were covered by glaciers. We have since been living in an ice age. Some glaciations were so severe 
that a large proportion of the U.S. and middle Europe was under a kilometre thick layer of ice. The 
current time period is a so-called “interglacial”, a warmer period with relatively little ice. Interglacials 
occur about every 100,000 years. Warm periods usually did not last much longer than 10,000 years. 
The last glaciation ended about 12,000 years ago, meaning the next one must be expected soon, but 
perhaps global warming causes a delay of a few hundred years. The next glaciation period will have 
drastic effects on our culture, probably much more severe than global warming. While global warming 
will lead to a rise in sea level, perhaps by 6 m or so, leading to massive loss of coastal areas, a major 
glaciation period will lead to a decrease in sea level because lots of water will be locked up in ice. Loss 
of habitable land in the moderate north will have a greater effect, however, on our culture. Probably 
more importantly, the climate will be much drier, so where there is no ice on the northern  
hemisphere there will be savannas and deserts. With current technology it will be impossible to feed 
today’s population. 
Within the next million years this will happen about 10 times. Possibly, mankind will survive this, 
but our culture will be under great stress most of the time. Therefore there is a good chance that our 
culture will vanish and all our accomplishments in science and humanities will disappear. It is even not 
so improbable that man will disappear altogether. 
Without a shadow of doubt, after a million years our traces will be found everywhere on earth, 
certainly even after a few 100 million years many signs of our culture will still be obvious. However, a 
system placed on some selected location will probably be destroyed. It will be quite impossible to 
predict what specific trace will remain over such long time intervals. This has two consequences: It 
makes little sense to direct the Human Document Project only to notify later civilizations of our 
existence. This is not necessary in view of the many traces we shall leave. Second a small number of 
systems carrying large amounts of information placed somewhere on earth will be useless: the 
probability that the systems will never be found or that they will be destroyed is too great, even within 
a million years.  
5. Global Catastrophes 
From geological and paleontological records, we know that earth suffered a number of extinction 
events; since animals and plants on land have existed, there were five major catastrophes during which 
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a large proportion of species vanished. The disappearance of species occurred in a short time scale in 
terms of geological time. Figure 2 shows the extinction rate since the Cambrium. Of the five major 
events, the most prominent event was at the end of the Perm, about 252 million years ago.  
There are several mechanisms known that may lead to relatively sudden mass extinction. These are 
climate change, volcanic eruption, meteorite impact and nearby supernovae. 
Figure 2. Extinction rate since the Cambrium. Note the apparent periodicity; it stirred up a 
lot of attention in the 1980s [20], however, up to now a systematic periodic cause of 
extinction events has not been confirmed. Data from [21]. 
 
 
To begin with the last of these, there are indications that in the very early history of the planet a 
supernova occurred close enough to earth [22] which would have caused massive damage to life if it 
was formed by then. The sun was formed in an open cluster [22] together with a large number of other 
stars. Today we can see similar processes in the galaxy; most well known may be the star formation 
region in the Orion nebula [23]. Typically stars of a wide range of masses are formed. The larger the 
mass the shorter the star lives, and the end of massive stars is in the form of a super nova if its mass is 
large enough (in the order of 10 times the mass of our sun). This cluster may have contained as many 
as 3,500 stars. By now it has dispersed due to tidal forces caused by the galaxy. 
Evidence exists for nearby supernovae in the (geologically) recent past [24]. One, the radiation of 
which reached us two million years ago, might have triggered an extinction event in marine life by 
damaging the protecting ozone layer. In general, we might state that the chance of a supernova 
explosion close enough to earth to extinguish life on a very large scale is rather small. The earth, on its 
way through the galaxy is unlikely to encounter an active star-forming region. Where there are older 
stars, no supernovae occur because only very massive, and therefore short lived, stars can turn into a 
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supernova. We discussed, in Section 2, the predicted collision of the Andromeda galaxy with ours; this 
process will change the situation.  
So-called x-ray bursts are also the result of supernova explosions. The radiation emitted by an 
exploding star is not isotropic; instead most energy is concentrated in a narrow jet emerging on either 
pole of the star. In the case that earth was hit by such a jet, the radiation would be dangerous for life 
also if the star was much further away. The star which exploded two million years ago was at the time 
of explosion at a distance of 300 light years from us. To be disastrous to life on earth it would need to 
be considerably closer than one light year. However, being hit by a jet a few hundred light years 
distant would pose a serious threat. Fortunately, the powerful jets are very narrow. The only supernova 
that exploded close enough to the earth to have had the potential of causing direct massive extinction 
by its radiation, was the one shortly after the solar system was formed. It did no harm to life just 
because there was nothing alive at the time.  
Contrary to that, meteorite impact on earth is occurring much more frequently. The activity of the 
earth conceals most of the impact craters. Still, the earth impact data base [25] lists nearly two hundred 
impact craters, ranging in size from 150 m to 300 km. Since our moon has little or no geological 
activity (certainly no tectonics) the traces of many more impacts can be seen. Wikipedia lists about 
1,200 craters, with diameters from 2 km up to 2,240 km. So we must conclude that Earth has been hit 
by meteorites many times, perhaps even more frequently and heavier than the moon because of its 
greater gravitational field. The first half billion years of the earth’s existence was characterized by a 
heavy bombardment, one of the impacts is believed to have led to the formation of our large 
moon [26]. Many of the impacts were such that the whole surface of the earth melted. The flux of large 
objects towards earth steeply decreased about four billion years ago, when most debris left over from 
the formation of the solar system was cleared. Still, now and then big comets or asteroids hit the earth. 
One of them, of about ten kilometers in diameter, fell on the Yucatan peninsula to form the Chicxulub 
crater [27], now Mexico, and caused a global catastrophe at the boarder of the Cretaceous and Tertiary 
(C/T). Its most well known effect was the extinction of the dinosaurs, but many other families in the 
oceans and on land became extinct.  
The relationship of other great impacts, for example, the possibly multiple impact in the late 
Triassic in Canada and Europe [28], with global mass extinction, is less clear. In this case the 
meteorites had masses about ten times smaller, therefore the consequences were much less than that of 
the C/T event. The relation of the size of the impacting body with the damage it causes is shown 
roughly in Figure 3. Note that besides the size, also the composition and the impact site plays a role. A 
meteorite falling into the ocean would make a wave of a height either similar to its diameter or to the 
depth of the sea, whichever is smaller. The C/T asteroid would have caused a wave with an initial 
height of 4000 m had it fallen into deep ocean.  
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Figure 3. The relation of the size of a meteorite to the damage it would cause. Data  
from [29]. 
 
 
The current view is that it was the geology of our planet that was responsible for most of the mass 
extinctions. An example is the greatest known extinction event ever, at the transition from the Perm to 
the Triassic (P/T), which is described in a wonderful book by Michael Benton [30]. At this time all 
continents formed a single super-continent known as Pangea. Similarly to other great extinction 
events, with the exception of the one caused by the C/T meteorite impact, life forms did not vanish 
suddenly but the dying occurred over many hundreds of thousands of years. During this period there 
were rapid extinction events interspersed that came in several bursts and the time taken for the 
ecosystem to recover was substantially longer. The severity of the P/T event is attributed by Peter 
Ward mainly to the existence of the Pangea supercontinent [19]. The trigger almost certainly was a 
volcanic eruption of a quite unimaginable magnitude. In Siberia there is a geological formation called 
Large Igneous Provinces, or Siberian Traps so named because of their staircase-like appearance. The 
traps consist of a few million km3 of volcanic rock. Originally, an area larger than Europe was covered 
by the lava; now some of the rock has eroded away. The eruption lasted a few hundred thousand years, 
perhaps even a million years [31].  
There are many similar volcanic deposits of enormous size on the planet, but the Siberian traps 
seem to be the largest. Currently a Large Igneous Province is being formed in the Iceland area.  
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Somewhat smaller volcanic systems are the so-called super volcanoes (this term was apparently 
coined by a BBC program on these features; there was an impressive movie aired by BBC in 2005 
under the title Supervolcano, describing the possible consequences for the U.S. if Yellowstone park 
explodes). Table 1 gives an overview of modern super volcanoes (the Siberian Traps are included to 
illustrate the difference of scale between super volcanoes and those volcanic systems that formed the 
traps). The eruption at Lake Toba, 74,000 years ago is possibly responsible for a period during which 
the population of Homo sapiens seems to have been at a minimum; this has been concluded from 
genetic evidence [32,33]; however, the hypothesis is under debate [34].  
The hot spot lurking under the Yellowstone Park would, if it exploded, cause major problems to 
North America. The last time this super volcano went off, the western part of U.S. was covered in a 
layer of ash. The eruption would cause millions of immediate casualties, disrupt the infrastructure of 
Canada and the U.S., destroy the possibility for agriculture in the prairies for years and cause a series 
of cold summers resulting in poor harvests and severe famines worldwide. It would not extinguish 
humankind, however. The odds are high that it will explode during the next few thousand years, and 
that within the next million years it will certainly erupt several times, as will the other super volcanoes 
listed in Table 1.  
Table 1. Super volcano eruptions. 
Date 
(1,000 yrs) Location 
Material ejected 
(1,000 km³) 
25.5 Lake Taupo, North Island, New Zealand 1.2 
74 Lake Toba, Sumatra 2.8 
254 Lake Taupo, North Island, New Zealand 1.2–2 
640 Yellowstone, US 1 
2,100 Island Park, Idaho/Wyoming, US 2.5 
2,500 Cerro Gala, Argentina 1.1 
4,000 Atana Ignimbrite, Chili 2.5 
4,500 Yellowstone 1.5 
29,500 Sam Ignimbrite, Yemen >5.6 
250,000 Siberian Traps 1,000–4,000 
 
Many extinction events can be correlated with major volcanic activity [19]. The exact mechanism 
of how the eruptions may cause the massive extinction is not as yet clear. Besides ash and lava 
volcanoes emit gases, notably SO2 and the greenhouse gasses CO2 and methane. Ash and SO2 would 
contribute to immediate and short-term climate change by reducing the amount of sunlight that reaches 
the earth’s surface, causing a temperature drop. These effects however have a short duration: within a 
year or so the atmosphere is cleared provided the eruption stops. The enormous amount of gasses may 
lead to an effective reduction of the oxygen content in the atmosphere and the oceans. The greenhouse 
gases have a long lasting effect, reversing the decline in temperature in the long run.  
Peter Ward describes the following grim scenario for the P/T event [35]: The higher temperature of 
the oceans reduces the solubility of oxygen in water. A stagnant ocean, i.e., an ocean without currents 
mixing solvent concentration would have lost most of its oxygen, enabling a special type of bacteria to 
thrive. These bacteria do not use oxygen in their metabolism but sulfur; their waste product is H2S, 
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which accumulates in the oceans. A stratified sea would result, similar to what is seen in the Black 
Sea. Bacteria that use sunlight and produce H2S proliferate if the surface of the oceans is free of 
oxygen, producing even more H2S. This gas, being lethal to plants and animals alike, can be released 
in gigantic eruptions into the atmosphere. While most higher lifeforms in the oceans were killed due to 
the lack of oxygen and poisonous H2S, life on land perished, too. 
6. Placement on the Moon 
It can be concluded that the earth might not be a good choice for the placement of a large long-term 
memory system; however the moon could be, because it is geologically inactive. Threats to the moon 
come in the form of meteorites which constantly strike its surface, being unprotected by  
an atmosphere. 
Impacts of microscopic particles lead to some erosion of the moon’s surface. This erosion rate 
however is much smaller than erosion rates on earth; the system would be well protected from small 
impacts by burying it a few meters under the surface.  
Impacts of larger bodies are destructive. The flux of large bodies to the moon is quite small, and 
more importantly, the damage caused to the moon’s surface is local because of the lack of an 
atmosphere. In order to destroy the system a meteorite would need to impinge the surface at a distance 
from the system closer than about 30–50 times the diameter of the impactor. Only the resulting 
moonquake could pose damage to the system when the impact is further away. This should not be a 
problem because the system will not require mechanically delicate parts.  
The frequency of impacts of large bodies of 1 km diameter or more has been given by Mathieu Le 
Feuvre [36] to be close to 10−8 impacts per year. 50 m sized objects impinge on the earth only every 
10,000 years; in the range of 5–10 m the rate is one per day [37]. These objects do not reach the 
surface of the earth because they evaporate due to friction in the earth’s atmosphere. They strike the 
moon surface, however, with a similar frequency [38], reduced by the ratio of the surfaces of the earth 
and the moon, which is about 16. A hit of a 5 m object at a distance closer than 200–300 m from a data 
storage system would be destructive [39]. The chance that such an object would strike within a 
distance of one hundred meters within one million years would be in the order of 2% (i.e., number of 
impacts in one million years times 200 × 200 m2 divided by 16, divided by the surface of the moon: 
3.6 × 108 × 0.04 km2/16 × 4 × p × 1,7002 km2), dangerously close to one in view of the rough 
assumptions we made.  
7. Evolution 
The pertinent questions are: What changes have to be expected regarding the biosphere? Who will 
attempt to understand the human document? Will it be people like us or a new sort of homo or even a 
species derived from a different family?  
The statistics of evolution and lifetimes of a family or species are quite complex (family refers to 
cats; a species would be the lion). It has been estimated that on average 0.5 to 5 species become extinct 
every year [40] and among mammals the extinction rate is about one species per year [41]. The mass 
extinctions which have been referred to in Section 5 are at the top of this background extinction rate. It 
is not well known how many species there are, but in [42] about 5,000 species of mammals are 
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described. A background extinction rate of one species per year would mean that the average lifetime 
of a mammal species was only 5,000 years or between 1,000 and 10,000 generations, which seems to 
be very short. This figure is misleading because the statistics are not simple; in the distribution of the 
lifetime of species there is an exponential decay, which might have a characteristic time of thousands 
of years, but there is a long tail. This indicates that there are many species that vanish quickly, but 
other species survive much longer, some by orders of magnitude. The geological record gives a picture 
of the extinction dynamics of species [43] showing this trend, see Figure 4 for the lifetime distribution. 
It can be seen that most families have a lifetime of 10 to 20 million years, but there are some with 
lifetimes of many hundreds of millions of years. 
These statistics make it difficult to predict a reasonable lifetime for a specific species, in particular 
that of Homo sapiens. It might be possible to argue that intelligence would lead to a particularly long 
lifetime, but the contrary to that could well be put forward. So intelligence might have no influence on 
the chance of survival in the longterm.  
Looking back, we see that the homo family separated from the ancestor of today’s chimpanzees 
about six million years ago [44]. Since then, more than 10 species of homo are known from the quite 
incomplete paleontological record. No one knows whether this early homo had a particularly good 
chance to develop an intelligence that would allow him to develop a language and symbolic thought. 
Therefore nothing sensible can be said on the chance of, say, a species of rodents turning into one with 
a similar capability. It seems to be impossible for insects, though, since they have existed for several 
hundred million years and have never developed intelligence. Dolphins might have the capacity to 
develop higher intelligence, but it is difficult to see how they would experience pressure to develop 
something equivalent to written language. Therefore it might be stated that a species, outside the homo 
family, capable of symbolic thought and therefore capable of understanding any human document will 
take many millions of years to evolve from the present state.  
Homo sapiens are still evolving [45]. The present globalization is such that races are constantly 
mixed. As long as the gene flow within humanity is of such a magnitude, there is no chance of a split 
of Homo sapiens into two or more species. Catastrophes, such as ice ages or super volcano explosions, 
that surely will come, might disrupt our culture and separate groups of people for a long time. 
However it might be doubted whether this time is long enough to form species unable to interbreed. 
Neanderthal man, so very recent results of their genes tell us, interbred with us—they did not become 
extinct but mixed with us and simply left their characteristic sites [46]. The Neanderthals left Africa a 
few hundred thousand years earlier than “we” (as “we” were formerly thought to be a species separate 
from the Neanderthals; the we is no longer appropriate), and still after such a long time we and the 
Neanderthals did interbreed. Therefore it is quite unlikely that, even after a 100,000 year long cold and 
dry period of heavy glaciation, separate settlements of Homo sapiens would not find each other in a 
warmer interglacial environment and interbreed. Evolution will go on but is unlikely to result in a new 
homo species within the next  million years.  
This section is necessarily quite speculative; therefore we refrain from making any guesses over 
longer times. Whoever finds the human document in a hundred million years, will most probably not 
be human. 
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8. Discussion 
A static data storage system is defined here as a structure, into which the information is coded in 
some way and left alone. An active data storage system would monitor its own state and repair any 
damage. While the latter needs energy, the former does not. A static information system inevitably 
deteriorates due to thermal fluctuation. The temperature in the universe will be finite always, and so 
will the fluctuations. In principle, the active system could last much longer than the static one, as long 
as it is capable of mining energy.  
From the presently available data on our cosmos it must be concluded that life will not exist 
indefinitely. Since an active data storage system requires energy, its lifetime will be finite—this 
follows from the same arguments about why life cannot exist forever. Any document stored for later 
retrieval therefore must be designed for a finite lifetime. What might be a sensible lifetime to aim for 
in the design? 
An artificial active, autonomous data storage system is way beyond today’s technological 
capabilities (a system which is not autonomous, i.e. which needs human aid, makes no sense). Such a 
system would rightly be called alive. Therefore presently all we can think of is a static data 
storage system.  
Any data storage is in some way or other related to a structure. This means there are regions in 
space containing some material of another type or with a different property such as magnetization, 
than its surroundings. In principle such a system is outside thermal equilibrium. It is wise to use a 
medium which is chemically not reactive and, left alone, is in or close to thermal equilibrium with its 
surroundings. For instance, the most reactive component in our atmosphere is oxygen, so the material 
should be an oxide such as quartz or sapphire. Data could then be stored by having sapphire dots in a 
quartz matrix. The slowest process of deterioration in such a system probably is a diffusion process. 
This sets the maximum possible lifetime of the storage system: it is the diffusion time of atoms and 
molecules between the structures. This time τ is given by 
τ = λ
2
D
 (1) 
here, λ  is the distance between the information carrying structures (e.g., the size of a letter or the 
distance between the dots in a DVD). D is the diffusion coefficient.  
In solids, the diffusion coefficient at room temperature is usually immeasurably small. We might 
estimate a lower limit for the diffusion coefficient by noticing that ancient stones and meteorites seem 
to have preserved much of their microstructure, meaning that the diffusion length in metals and 
silicates is below 1 mm in a few billion years. The corresponding diffusion coefficient is then in the 
order of 10−30 m2/s. So one has to extrapolate from measurements at high temperature which usually 
leads to much smaller diffusion coefficients [47] (in this paper an activation energy of 3.4 eV is given, 
which translates into a diffusion constant at room temperature of 10−70 m2/s, leading to a diffusion 
length of 10−25 m since the existence of the universe).  
State of the art data storage systems use dot distances of about 100 nm or less. Equation (1) shows 
that the greater the data density, or the smaller the system, given a fixed quantity of information to 
store, the faster the systems “forgets” its information. Generally, the diffusion coefficient increases 
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steeply with temperature, therefore it is wise to keep the system at the lowest temperature possible. It 
seems that diffusion is slow enough to permit a static data storage system preserving information over 
many billions of years. Therefore the bottleneck is the protection of the system against thermal, 
chemical and mechanical stress.  
We have seen that it does not make sense to design a data storage system intended to be found and 
read by earthlings lasting longer than about 500 million years. This might be technologically feasible. 
A more durable system might make sense if it is put on a spacecraft to be found by alien 
civilizations outside the solar system (or by our descendents, in case interstellar space travel is 
possible). However, the density of stars is so low that the chance that it will ever be found by 
coincidence, for example, when it has a close encounter with a star orbited by a life-carrying planet, is 
vanishingly small. Such a system would require a robot to send signals into the galaxy now and then 
indicating its position whenever it is reasonably close to a star, in any case close enough to mine 
energy from the star. It is doubtful whether this is feasible with current technology.  
It might be possible to develop technologies that allow us to colonize the galaxy. But the 
technological challenges for interstellar travel carrying living human beings to other stars are 
formidable. To travel many light years within the human lifespan would need enormous amounts of 
energy, more that the annual world production. In reference [48] the currently visible possibilities are 
discussed; the difficulties appear insurmountable, the most obvious one being the enormous cost 
of energy.  
Smaller stars burn out more slowly, so planets of such stars have a habitable zone of longer 
lifetime. It is plausible then—again if interstellar space travel were feasible—human kind would look 
for a suitable planet orbiting a small star to extend its duration of existence by many tens of billions of 
years. In this case, work on a data storage system for a duration that long might make sense, but the 
design and manufacturing of such a system would be the problem of the people who colonize such  
a planet. 
Two extremes of a data storage system can be considered: a small one, which is inexpensive 
enough to fabricate in vast numbers (millions or billions of copies) and a big expensive one. Copies of 
the small system could be dispersed randomly over the earth. Having enough of them, they could be 
found regularly in good condition over a long time. The disadvantage of such a system is that it can 
only contain comparatively little information. To give an example, on a 1 cm2 coin about 1 GB of data 
could possibly be stored with current technology. (The systems we have now—magnetic recording, 
RAM—are designed to be reliable for 10 years only.)  
The other extreme would be a large system, of which only a few copies—two or three—could be 
made because of the high costs. Such systems must be located at sites which are safe from great 
geological changes. Furthermore the systems should be protected against vandalism; therefore it must 
not be easy to either find, or to access. If it were difficult to find, hints about its existence should be 
readily available. Vandalism therefore seems to be a serious threat. Given the geological activity of 
Earth it seems to be debatable whether a placement on our planet is a good option, simply because a 
relatively small chance of the destruction of the system is not acceptable.  
Placing the system on the moon instead of on earth has, so it seems, its merits. If the—perhaps 
optimistic—estimate of a 2% chance of it being destroyed by a small impact, then three copies a few 
hundred kilometers apart would have a one in a hundred thousand chance of destruction. Therefore, 
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one day the system would be hit by an asteroid or comet, making neither the earth nor the moon a good 
option to store information to last 500 million years. 
Figure 4. Lifetime distribution of families. Data from [43]. 
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